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INTUITION : - Direct Perception of Truth And Fact Independent

Of Any Reasoning.

Reason : - Is an Explanation of a Situation that made   

Results seem Possible.



Nature is known  through Five Senses:

Sight Smell Taste Touch Hearing.

Man invented Two more Senses:

Word  And Number.Word  And Number.

Combination of these two sets of Senses

Resulted into Two Faculties: 



INTUITION AND REASON ARE THE TWO FACULTIESINTUITION AND REASON ARE THE TWO FACULTIES

BY VIRTUE OF WHICHBY VIRTUE OF WHICH

��PROPHETSPROPHETS

��SAGESSAGES

��ARTISTS  &ARTISTS  &

��MEN OF SCIENCEMEN OF SCIENCE

HAVE TRIED TO COMPREHEND AND INTERPRET HAVE TRIED TO COMPREHEND AND INTERPRET 



To use Simile

� Intuition is like a Flash of Lighting  

� Reason is like a Steady Illumination.

� Intuition has its great triumphs in the works of artists.

� A combination of Intuition and Reason manifests itself 
in the 

Discoveries and Inventions of 

Men of Science



It   is  a  fact  that   intuition  guide  all animals It   is  a  fact  that   intuition  guide  all animals 
correctly to follow the straight path from a point correctly to follow the straight path from a point 

X to a point YX to a point Y

That is if we have to go from the point X to a pointThat is if we have to go from the point X to a point
Y, we always follow the path from X to Y marked byY, we always follow the path from X to Y marked by
arrow and we do not go from X to  Z and then fromarrow and we do not go from X to  Z and then from
Z to YZ to Y

Unless we are DrunkUnless we are Drunk



Most Homo sapiens and all Animals do Most Homo sapiens and all Animals do 

not know the Reason for thisnot know the Reason for this..

There is a deep Theorem known as the 
Triangle Inequality.

Which states that XY is less than 
XZ+ZY

In other words , the impact ofIn other words , the impact of

This Theorem is This Theorem is 

Inbuilt In Our System.Inbuilt In Our System.

XZ+ZY



Again, when we face Danger or feel very Cold, Again, when we face Danger or feel very Cold, 
we at once turn ourselves into a Sphere like thingwe at once turn ourselves into a Sphere like thing

We unconsciously apply one of the Deepest  Theorems
in the whole range of Mathematics known as

Isoperimetric Theorem.



It states that of All Solids with a given volume, It states that of All Solids with a given volume, 
Sphere has the Least Surface AreaSphere has the Least Surface Area

When in danger, we  want  to decrease our When in danger, we  want  to decrease our 
surface  area as possible and consequently surface  area as possible and consequently 

we try to look like a sphere.we try to look like a sphere.

Again most Persons and all Animals do not Again most Persons and all Animals do not 
know this Theorem.know this Theorem.know this Theorem.know this Theorem.

All the same we make use of it instinctively, All the same we make use of it instinctively, 

so this theorem or its import is  Inbuilt in so this theorem or its import is  Inbuilt in OurSystemOurSystem..



RamanujanRamanujan has been described has been described 
“Man who knew Infinity”“Man who knew Infinity”

He could come out, as if at will, with remarkable He could come out, as if at will, with remarkable 
identities, sum of very complicated convergent identities, sum of very complicated convergent 

series, mostly by virtue of his Intuition.series, mostly by virtue of his Intuition.series, mostly by virtue of his Intuition.series, mostly by virtue of his Intuition.

The surprising thing about him was that mostThe surprising thing about him was that most
often he could not explain or provide a proof foroften he could not explain or provide a proof for

His Announced ResultsHis Announced Results



LittlewoodLittlewood Remarked,Remarked,

“ That every positive integer is a Personal “ That every positive integer is a Personal 
Friend of Friend of RamanujanRamanujan”.”.

One of his celebrated conjectures has beenOne of his celebrated conjectures has been

Settled   by  Settled   by  DelijneDelijne who  was  awarded  awho  was  awarded  a

Field’s Medal.Field’s Medal.



NOW LET US TURN TO REASONNOW LET US TURN TO REASON
The best thing to start with is Euclid’s ElementsThe best thing to start with is Euclid’s Elements

EuclidEuclid startsstarts withwith whatwhat areare calledcalled thethe UndefinedUndefined TermsTerms likelike Point,Point, StraightStraight lineline etcetc..

Then come Axioms and Postulates which are the Rules of
the Game.

Let us recall the Famous Parallel postulate i.e. through an
external point. There is one & only line which is parallel to a
given line.

Mathematicians suspected this postulate almost from the start.

But all the same no mathematician has been able to prove the
Angle-Sum Property of a Triangle without this postulate or one
of its various forms.



Thus, a Mathematical Truth is Relative to Thus, a Mathematical Truth is Relative to 
the Body of Axioms and Postulatesthe Body of Axioms and Postulates

�� Kurt Gödel an Australian born American mathematician.Kurt Gödel an Australian born American mathematician.

Demonstrated in 1931 that in any form of system of logic:Demonstrated in 1931 that in any form of system of logic:

INCONSISTENCY  IS  INHERENT INCONSISTENCY  IS  INHERENT INCONSISTENCY  IS  INHERENT INCONSISTENCY  IS  INHERENT 

AND AND 

WHAT  IS  WORSE,WHAT  IS  WORSE,

It Can not be Remedied.It Can not be Remedied.



�� Cohen , a German botanist proved thatCohen , a German botanist proved that
The celebrated Continuum Hypothesis can The celebrated Continuum Hypothesis can 

Neither be 

Proved 
Nor Nor 

Disproved.

Within the frame work of the present 
Axioms of the Set  Theory.



In other words,In other words,
The Law of The Law of Excluded MiddlesExcluded Middles Does Not  Hold.Does Not  Hold.

�A Great and Shocking Result Again Demonstrate 

..
�The Power of REASON.

.. When Hamlet says.... When Hamlet says..

Tragedy is brought about by


